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MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: Comments on EOI PI Manpower Requirements Briefing to Dr. Steininger

1. His overall reaction to the briefing was favorable. He was concerned about the communication links between NPIC and OSP. He felt there should be a close tie - possibly daily contact.

2. He asked about two operating concepts—one in which the initial scan function would be performed at a site removed from NPIC and the other in which the EOI material would be transmitted to NPIC. In the first case, he was interested in the amount of collateral or reference material that would be required to support the PI. Also, what type of equipment would the PI need in order to perform the initial scan function? How can computers assist the PI in data retrieval and data base maintenance?

3. During the KH-9 era would our PIs be fully employed so that additional personnel would be required for EOI?

4. Explain how a PI operates in the initial scan phase and current exploitation phase. What equipment and support is required?

believe that Dr. Steininger was not up-to-date on OSP planning.
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6. Why is Concept II staggered shift the best concept?

7. He was appreciative of the briefing and he felt the data would be very useful when he briefs various panels, since one of the first questions asked is, "What are the manpower requirements to exploit EOI?"
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